
 
 

 

 

Board of Directors for 2011-2012 

At the Annual General Meeting held on June 14, the delegates from Copibec’s eight 

member associations elected a new Board of Directors for 2011-2012. Danièle Simpson 

(Union des écrivaines et écrivains québécois) will act as Chair and Gaston Bellemare 

(Association nationale des éditeurs de livres) will be Vice-Chair. Stéphane Lavoie 

(ANEL) will serve as Treasurer, and François Coderre (UNEQ) has been appointed 

Secretary. The other members of the Board are André Roy (UNEQ), Nicolas Langelier 

(Association des journalistes indépendants du Québec) and Lise Létourneau 

(Regroupement des artistes en arts visuels), representing the author segment, as well as 

Yann Pineau (Les Quotidiens du Québec), Jean H. Lachapelle (ANEL) and Francine 

Bergeron (Société de développement des périodiques culturels québécois), representing 

the publisher segment.  

During her report on Copibec’s operations, Hélène Messier, Executive Director, indicated 

that $14,530,000 in royalties (licence fees) had been collected in 2010-2011 from users 

who made copies of copyright protected publications, an increase of 6% from the 

previous year. She also mentioned that over $15 million had been paid out to copyright 

owners, bringing to $100 million the total amount of royalties that Copibec has 

distributed to copyright owners since it began operations in April 1998.  

 

Lump sum payment  

 

Copibec has completed another lump sum (repertoire) payment, the sixth in its history. 

The amounts available for payment originated from various sources: interest earned on 

undistributed amounts for 2007 to 2010, funds paid by foreign agencies that did not 

provide data, amounts that could not be distributed because of incomplete copy logs, and 

sums collected from the federal government for 2007 to 2010. 

 

 

 

 

 



$2,780,887 Amount paid out to book authors and publishers.  Books published 

between January 1, 1995 and December 31, 2009 were eligible. 

Certain categories of books (law reports, game books, etc.) were 

excluded.  The deadline for registering titles in the Copibec repertoire 

was January 31, 2011. 

  $861,951 Amount paid out to periodical publishers. To be eligible, the 

periodicals had to be registered in the Copibec repertoire by January 

31, 2011. Certain categories of periodicals (law reports, government 

publications, etc.) were excluded. 

   $458,729 Amount paid out to newspaper publishers. Only newspapers 

published by Quebec publishers who had given Copibec authority to 

manage their rights were eligible. Newspapers that were not sold at 

newsstands were not eligible. The deadline for registering the 

newspapers with Copibec was January 31, 2011.  

   $811,663 Amount paid out to freelance newspaper and periodical 

contributors who had published at least 8 articles in periodicals or 32 

articles in newspapers. To be eligible, the articles had to appear in 

Quebec newspapers or periodicals (current affairs, cultural or scientific 

publications, etc.) in 2008 or 2009. The deadline for registration with 

Copibec was May 13, 2011.  

   $66,401 Amount paid out to visual artists who had at least one of their works 

reproduced in a book (including exhibition catalogues) or a Quebec 

newspaper or periodical in 2008 or 2009. 

 

The total amount of royalties paid out to copyright owners during the past year reached a 

record level of $15,679,284. Since its creation, Copibec has distributed a grand total of 

$101,680,000.  

 

 

University royalties to be paid out in July 

 

Copibec is currently in the last stages of analyzing the 120,529 copy log entries submitted 

by universities for the 2009 winter, summer and fall semesters. In July, an amount of 

approximately $3,700,000 in royalties (licence fees) for the copied works will be paid out 

to the relevant authors, publishers and licensing agencies.  

 

Based on the copy logs completed by 17 Quebec universities, the breakdown of copying 

by category was as follows: 67% books, 30% magazines and 3% newspapers. More than 

half of the copied titles were published outside the country, mainly in the United States 

and France. Even though many foreign works were copied, over 2,000 Quebec authors 

and about 500 Quebec publishers can expect to receive royalties from Copibec in July for 

their works copied by universities.  

 

 

 

 



Copyright legislation: Will the government’s bill be resurrected? 
 

Bill C-32 died on the Order Paper but our relief may only be short-lived because the 

modernization of the Copyright Act remains one of the priorities of the new Conservative 

government. Since the government is now in a majority position, no coalition of 

opposition parties will be able to hold back the government’s destructive tendencies when 

it comes to copyright and various other important cultural issues. Following Quebec’s 

orange tsunami in the federal election, we have lost some valuable allies, including 

Carole Lavallée from the Bloc québécois and Pablo Rodriguez from the Liberal Party of 

Canada.  
 

Representatives from the publishing sector are already gearing up for action. Gaston 

Bellemare, as Copibec Chair, wrote to Jack Layton and Thomas Mulcair to remind them 

how important this file is, particularly in Quebec where cultural protection depends on 

copyright legislation that respects creators. A group of four New Democrat MPs with ties 

to the arts and culture sector – including Tyrone Benskin, Charlie Angus, Pierre Nantel 

and Andrew Cash – will be responsible for cultural issues. Meetings will be organized in 

the coming weeks with newly elected MPs from all the parties so that the arts and culture 

sector can express its concerns about the new copyright bill that is already expected to be 

a carbon copy of the previous one.  

 

In addition, steps are being taken at both the national and international levels to shore up 

existing support and seek out new allies. Hélène Messier, Executive Director, took 

advantage of a recent trip to Brussels to meet with representatives from the European 

Union involved in developing a free trade agreement with Canada. She was accompanied 

by Aline Côté, chair of ANEL’s copyright committee, and Maureen Cavan from Access 

Copyright as well as representatives from the STM publishers association, the Federation 

of European Publishers and the International Federation of Reproduction Rights 

Organizations. 
 

Christian Paradis, who is now the federal Industry Minister, and James Moore, who was 

reappointed Canadian Heritage Minister, will be responsible for the contents of the new 

copyright bill. Let’s hope that this partial change in the ministerial duo will be beneficial 

and that the bill to be tabled will take into account the arts and culture sector’s concerns.  
 

To stay informed, you can visit www.cultureequitable.org (in French, but some links in 

the “Documentation” section point to English pages). 

 

 

Agreement in principle with CEGEPs and colleges  
 

Copibec, the Fédération des cégeps and the Association des collèges privés du Québec 

have reached an agreement in principle to renew the copying licence covering copyright 

protected works used for instructional purposes. Last year, nearly 600 professors from 

CEGEPs and private colleges in all regions of Quebec took part in a study to determine 

how works were being used digitally as part of teaching practices. The study’s results led 

to the inclusion of new types of copying in the licence granted by Copibec.  

http://www.cultureequitable.org/


 

Consequently, it will now be possible to copy works in digital format and present them in 

class by using a computer, projector or other device. The digitized works can also be 

archived on secure networks and made available to students who have properly identified 

themselves through communication platforms such as Omnivox LEA or DECclic. Of 

course, all the terms and conditions of the agreement will have to be respected, including 

those relating to exclusions lists. The copied excerpts must comply with the existing 

limits, and the works must be reported via Copibec’s online system or another compatible 

system. All CEGEPs and colleges with more than 700 full-time students will have to 

produce copy logs on an annual basis rather than a bi-annual basis, as was previously the 

case. The fees will increase by 19.25% over the agreement’s three-year term.  

 

 

Renewal of the agreement with the Quebec government   
 

The Quebec government has renewed its copying agreement with Copibec. The new 

three-year licence gives government employees permission to copy excerpts from works 

in the Copibec repertoire as part of government operations. They are allowed to copy up 

to 10% of the total number of pages in any work in the repertoire as well as entire 

newspaper or magazine articles. It will also be possible to copy book chapters 

representing no more than 20% of the total number of pages in the work. Copies must be 

made in print format except those integrated into PowerPoint-type presentations. The 

applicable rate is $14.55 per full-time employee for the agreement’s first year and $14.85 

and $15.15 for the other two years.  

 

The new licence also enables the employees of the ministry of education, recreation and 

sports to integrate copied excerpts into ministry exams for college education purposes. 

The applicable compensation will range from $95,888 to $97,755 over the term of the 

agreement. 

 

 

Another busy year for our online copyright licensing system! 
 

During the 2010-2011 fiscal year, 22,314 copying requests were approved through 

Copibec’s online copyright licensing system (often referred to as DCF-Web). That 

number was a slight decline from the previous year, mainly because a larger share of the 

college-level institutions that were required to submit copy logs this past year decided to 

opt for another electronic transmission method (e.g. in-house software, Excel files, 

Dexero’s DDA system). However, the number of specific authorizations (transactional or 

pay-per-use licences) for copying that exceeded the licence limits and entailed additional 

fees rose from 6,259 to 6,403, an increase of 2.3%.  

 

The system’s largest group of users was once again CEGEPs and private colleges, which 

accounted for 70.8% of the copying requests, followed by universities (23.2%), private 

companies (3.4%) and elementary and high schools (2.6%).  
 



Approximately 83% of the requests submitted online were processed automatically by the 

system. The remainder had to be handled by Copibec employees because bibliographic 

references were incomplete or the number of pages to be copied or the copying media 

(CD-ROM, Intranet, etc.) required us to contact the copyright owner. In all, over 4,000 

requests were processed by employees.  
 

On average, 61 requests were submitted using Copibec’s online form every day. Of 

course, that average does not provide a clear picture of the busy season at the start of the 

school year. On a few of the busiest days, nearly 400 requests were submitted through the 

system on a daily basis! 

 

 

Elementary and high schools 

Sustained participation in the data collection process  
 

Copibec’s data entry and analysis assistants have now finished reviewing the data 

submitted by schools for the second data collection period of 2010-2011. Of the schools 

surveyed, 95% sent in at least one copy log. The participation rate for public and private 

schools was 85%. Cooperation among teachers and school management personnel 

therefore remained very strong. For the second data collection period, Copibec received 

over 10,000 copy logs, with about 22% reporting excerpts copied from copyright 

protected works. 

 

The data for the third collection period of the 2010-2011 school year will be sent in to us 

by the end of June. During the summer, Copibec’s employees in the elementary and high 

school sector will therefore have to analyze the latest data received for 2010-2011 and 

prepare the 2011-2012 collection process, which will get underway in the fall.  
 

In mid-August, all the documents needed in order to participate in the 2011-2012 data 

collection process will be distributed to 350 new schools by Copibec or the relevant 

school boards. Émilie McAll Pinard, our Liaison Officer, has already started contacting 

future participants to let them know that they have been selected and that information 

sessions are available.  

 

During the fall, Copibec will attend the conventions of the Association pour 

l'enseignement de la science et de la technologie au Québec, the Association québécoise 

des professeurs de français and the Association québécoise des enseignantes et des 

enseignants du primaire. We will also be visiting 300 members of the Association des 

garderies privées du Québec during an upcoming regional tour of Montreal, Gatineau 

and Quebec City so that we can inform them about copyright compliance and the 

advantages of entering into an agreement with Copibec. 
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Perceptual disabilities 

Copibec as intermediary between schools and publishers  
 

Under an exception included in the Copyright Act, individuals or not-for-profit 

organizations are allowed to copy works for persons with perceptual disabilities. For 

example, an educational institution can take advantage of the exception to copy an entire 

exercise book, textbook or work of youth literature in digital format so that the particular 

needs of an individual student can be met.  

 

However, the Act specifies that the exception does not apply if the work is 

commercially available in a format specially designed for persons with perceptual 

disabilities. In certain cases, publishers are able to sell schools copies of their titles in a 

format and on media that meet those students’ needs. Otherwise, the educational 

institution can make the copy without permission from the copyright owner or the 

licensing agency representing the owner.  
 

Increasingly, Copibec has been acting as intermediary between educational institutions 

and publishers to handle requests concerning students with perceptual disabilities. We 

make every effort to understand the school’s needs and then send a detailed request to the 

publisher. If the publisher offers the work in an appropriate format, we can grant copying 

permission and bill the royalties payable. The publisher is responsible for providing the 

school with a copy of the relevant works in digital format, including certain technical 

particulars such as vocal recognition.  

 

It should be noted that the definition of a perceptual disability in the Copyright Act 

encompasses various physical and learning disabilities. In particular, the Act refers to 

severe or total impairment of sight or hearing, the inability to hold or manipulate a book, 

and an impairment relating to comprehension. However, this does not apply to copies 

made in large print.  

 

Based on data from 2007-2008 for Montreal alone, 20% of the students at the elementary 

and high school levels had a disability or an adjustment or learning difficulty.
1
 Given that 

situation, Copibec is in a position to help publishers and teachers or education advisors 

with those special copying requests for copyright protected works.  

 
1 Lacoursière, Ariane. Les professeurs réclament plus de moyens. La Presse, February 22, 2011 

 

Are you moving this summer? Let us know! 

Whether you’re a writer, a freelancer contributor to newspapers and magazines, or a 

visual artist, it’s important to notify us about your change of address so that you can 

continue to receive royalties when your works are copied. At the same time, you can 

check that all your titles have been registered by your publisher. 

https://www1.copibec.qc.ca/?action=au_auchangaddr&langue=a


What if one of your titles doesn’t appear in our repertoire? If a title is missing, 

contact your publisher directly to have the title added. If you hold the reproduction rights 

to your works, you can register your titles yourself.  

What if you haven’t registered with Copibec yet? It's easy. Register online now.  

 

What if you have questions?  

 Writers and freelance contributors to newspapers and magazines should 

contact Anouk Pérusse, Communications and Rightsholder Services Officer, at 

a.perusse@copibec.qc.ca or 1-800-717-2022 or 514-288-1664 ext. 228.  

 Visual artists should contact Isabelle Billeau, Communications and Rightsholder 

Services Officer, at i.billeau@copibec.qc.ca or 1-800-717-2022 or 514-288-1664 

ext. 235.  

 

A departure from the Copibec team  
 

Émily Patry is leaving us to pursue a career in translation. We are confident that she will 

enjoy much success in her new endeavours. Best of luck! 

 

To all our readers: Have a great summer! 

 

Coordinator: Caroline Lacroix    

Contributors: Hélène Messier, Rose-Marie Lafrance, Cécile Gascon and Nicolas 

Boudreault    

Translator: Brian Colwill    

To send us your questions or comments or to have your name removed from our 

newsletter subscription list, please contact c.lacroix@copibec.qc.ca. 
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